VIRTUAL CRIT WALL

Follow *Guide to Graphic Design* on Instagram @guide2graphicdesign to see some of the best student work currently on the critique wall in Scott Santoro’s classroom, plus his encounters with great graphic design in his hometown of New York City.

Join the design conversation by using the hashtag #mycritwall to submit your own work, your class’s critique wall, or examples of great design in your neighborhood.
DEAR READER

Years ago I took a week-long workshop with famed graphic designer Paul Rand. I was in such awe of Rand that when he assigned his first project I felt creatively immobilized. He came over to give me a one-on-one desk critique, but I had nothing to show him, confessing that I didn’t know where to begin. Rand looked me straight in the eyes, put his hand under my chin, and with a thick Brooklynese accent said, “Think.”

Guide to Graphic Design emphasizes what Rand stated so genuinely—that no matter what the context or problem, one starts any graphic design project by thinking. This fundamental is why graphic design is so “cool” (sorry, I just don’t know how else to say it). There’s hardly a better job than one that pays you to think (to go through an intellectual process) and then to play (to work ideas out in aesthetically inventive ways). As my mentor Charlie Goslin used to say, “An idea is the hat rack that everything hangs on.” My own design practice and simultaneous teaching is based on this approach. The result is an integration of meaning and form. It’s the way to go.

The eclectic spirit of Guide to Graphic Design is no accident. Designers throughout the book have contributed short essays on their work styles, their studio habits, and their inspirations. Each designer offers a new perspective and approach to possible working methods. At the same time, they all show a passion for design and communication.

Guide to Graphic Design is supplemented by videos of talented graphic designers—in other words, great thinkers (see myartslab.com). Every student who reads this book has the same core talent that they began with. Do something with your talent as these designers did; learn the mechanisms used to convey information, integrate ideas and form into full concepts, but most important, learn how to think like a graphic designer. When you do, the identities you create for companies and organizations will define your own personal identity. You will care more about the work you make, and that care will make your work better.
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FEATURES OF THE BOOK

Why study graphic design—after all, isn’t it just moving type and image around the page?

Guide to Graphic Design presents design as a layered and evolving profession. Each feature of the book is focused on that principle and seeks to guide students toward a successful and fulfilling career as a graphic designer. To do this, it highlights step-by-step design processes and how to build good work habits. It illustrates and supports each chapter with work from top design firms and design school programs. It guides and motivates students with thoughts from AIGA Medalists Katherine McCoy, Steven Heller, April Greiman, Michael Bierut, Rick Valicenti, and many others.

All of these features are meant to inspire, encourage, and steer students through the contents of this book.

Specifically, each chapter contains:

• **Designer Vignettes** feature interviews from well-known designers intended to inspire students and pique their interest in the material being discussed.

• **Chapter Objectives** list key learning goals that readers can work to achieve in each chapter.

• **In Practice** provides tips that offer a real-world perspective to the specific design problems being discussed.

• **Steps in the Design Process** gives readers step-by-step instructions on how to approach solving a specific design task.

• **Worklist** offers sets of checkpoints and practicalities that students can use throughout the design process.

• **Speakout** features personal accounts and experiences from designers and educators, intended to expose students to unique and varied perspectives on the field of graphic design.
EXERCISES AND PROJECTS

With each exercise and project students will get better at making decisions and understanding the connection between an idea and its execution. Any book on graphic design should be considered as nothing more than a guide to an exciting and unique field that continually focuses on solving communication problems with creative and skillful solutions. With mindful reflection, research, and practice, each student can start designing, turning his or her creative thoughts into forms that communicate and developing a graphic design career.

Each chapter presents quick, in-class exercises and longer, more complicated projects. Successful solutions to these practice opportunities will be determined by the level of commitment a student brings to them. The idea is for students to practice creating effective designs by:

- keeping up with currents events and culture, which can influence their effectiveness as a designer,
- using the design skills they have learned,
- reflecting on the design work of others, and
- researching history, issues, and expectations related to a project.

A great portfolio of intelligent work goes a long way. The text encourages students to approach these exercises and projects as potential pieces for their portfolios, watching for breakthrough points in their work—times when they really took a chance and did something out of the ordinary—and then adding that work to an evolving portfolio. Students will get the best results and opportunities to practice professional skills if they approach their work as if they were “on the job”:

1. Complete the assignment (expected of professionals).
2. Do all necessary research (required for creative, professional approaches).
3. Make preliminary sketches (allows exploration and refinement).
4. Follow the specifications in each design brief (good practice for meeting a client’s expectations).
5. Consider your audience (required for a design to be effective).
6. Choose imagery that is symbolic and evocative of your message (pushes practice in research to reach an effective solution).
7. Try to provoke a thoughtful response from the viewer (combines research with design knowledge).
8. Use typography to enhance your design (pushes practice using an important tool in a sophisticated way).
9. Make every presentation neat and clean (good professional practice that enhances a portfolio).
10. Meet all deadlines given by your instructor (another opportunity to practice a professional expectation).
MYARTSLAB

This program will provide a better teaching and learning experience for you and your students. Here's how:

The new MyArtsLab delivers proven results in helping individual students succeed. Its automatically graded assessments, personalized study plan, and interactive eText provide engaging experiences that personalize, stimulate, and measure learning for each student. And, it comes from a trusted partner with educational expertise and a deep commitment to helping students, instructors, and departments achieve their goals.

The Pearson eText lets students access their textbook anytime, anywhere, and any way they want, including downloading the text to an iPad.

- **A personalized study plan**—written by Dahn Hiuni, a graphic design instructor at SUNY Old Westbury—for each student promotes critical-thinking skills. Assessment tied to the book enables both instructors and students to track progress and get immediate feedback.
- **Closer Look tours**—interactive walkthroughs featuring the author's narration—offer in-depth looks at designs from the text, enabling students to zoom in on details they couldn't otherwise see.
- **12 Designer Profile** videos, recorded by the late Hillman Curtis, are intimate portraits of designers in their studios talking about their approaches, ideas, and love for the field of graphic design.
- **Chapter Audio**, read by Scott W. Santoro, allows students to listen to the entire text—a key feature for allowing design students to focus on each example.
- **MediaShare**—a new digital drop box and portfolio tool—can help students submit their work to instructors and facilitate online peer critiques.
- **Henry Sayre's Writing About Art 6th edition** is now available online in its entirety as an eText within MyArtsLab. This straightforward guide prepares students to describe, interpret, and write about works of art and design in meaningful and lasting terms. This skill strengthens their ability to support their own design work, too.
VIDEO SERIES

This special interview series, filmed by the late Hillman Curtis, introduces students to twelve working graphic designers. Each designer is a featured voice in the book, contributing their work and thoughts in a Designer Vignette within each chapter.

These short films are an intimate look into the daily life of each designer as they offer their thoughts, guidance, and passion for the field of graphic design.

Featuring designers both established and new, young and old, and from all walks of life and areas of the world, this series will be a revealing perspective for students who want to understand the life of a designer.

Each video is accessible through each chapter of your Pearson eText.
PEARSON CHOICES AND RESOURCES

Give your students choices.

Pearson arts titles are available in the following formats to give you and your students more choices—and more ways to save.

The CourseSmart eTextbook offers the same content as the printed text in a convenient online format—with highlighting, online search, and printing capabilities. www.coursesmart.com

The Books à la Carte edition offers a convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-leaf version of the traditional text at a discounted price—allowing students to take only what they need to class. Books à la Carte editions are available both with and without access to MyArtsLab.

Build your own Pearson Custom course material.

Work with a dedicated Pearson Custom editor to create your ideal textbook and web material—publishing your own original content or mixing and matching Pearson content. Contact your Pearson representative to get started.